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Stick & Rudder



GLASAIR IIS—LEEANN ABRAMS



Test Pilot



LAST MONTH WE CONTINUED ADcruise, every flight begins dressing first-flight issues, with a climb. Many airplanes providing a few provocative have sufficient power to allow questions about your curus to get lazy rency and proficiency as you about this important phase of prepared for your first flight. flight. For example, we often The best rate depends on power, and Provocative enough, one pick a cruise climb airspeed the best angle depends on thrust. hopes, for you to challenge based on our view over the yourself about your readiness nose, and that’s okay for exED KOLANO before taking your airplane tended climbs. Seeing what’s flying. And we offered a few ahead is obviously a good dozen administrative details as a we’ll discuss flight test techniques thing. Engine cooling is generally springboard for your first-flight and how to turn your test data into better when we use faster climb checklist, along with sources of ad- meaningful performance charts speeds, and we can put more disditional information to help you and tables. tance behind us on the way up to prepare for your big day. Unless you’re building a surface the cruise altitude. This month we return to per- effect vehicle, like the Caspian Sea But sometimes that 50-foot obformance testing by introducing Monster that flies very fast a few stacle near the end of the runway climb performance. We’ll cover just feet above the water, you’ll have to is higher than 50 feet. What airenough theory to make sense of climb. No matter how far a flight speed provides the steepest climb the test procedures, and next month might take you or how high you’ll angle for your plane? And what if your airplane develops engine problems a minute or two after Y takeoff? Wouldn’t you want to have as much altitude beneath you X as possible? Knowing your airClimb plane’s maximum climb angle airAngle speed (VX ) and maximum c l i m b r a t e a i r s p e e d (VY) is more than mere documentation—it’s your safety. Production general aviation airFigure 1 planes come with climb tables or
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Test Pilot charts based on detailed flight testing of representative test airplanes. Unless your kit or plans-built airplane is exactly like the one the company used to gather its climb performance figures, your climb performance will be different. Flight testing is how you can determine VX , VY , and the associated climb angles and rates for your unique airplane. This testing also
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VX and VY Are Different
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gives you climb angles and rates for other airspeeds, which will come in handy for cruise climb cross-country planning.



Figure 1 shows two identical airplanes 30 seconds after taking off from the same point on the runway. Airplane Y flew at VY and has traveled farther and gained more altitude than Airplane X. The steeper climb-out angle of Airplane X was achieved at the slower VX airspeed. VX is always a slower speed than VY , except at the airplane’s absolute ceiling where they are the same. Figure 2 shows the two identical airplanes as each pass a 50foot-tall tree. Airplane X, again flying at VX , is higher than Airplane Y (VY ) was when it passed the tree. It took longer for Airplane X to reach the tree because it flew at the slower VX airspeed. It achieved a higher altitude passing the tree because it climbed at the steeper VX climb angle. The two speeds are different because the fastest climb rate depends on power, and the steepest climb angle depends on thrust. Actually, they depend on excess power and thrust. (For you analytically friendly types, see the sidebar for a mathematical explanation.) Every airplane must produce a certain amount of power and thrust to maintain level flight, and these requirements are differ-



ent for different airspeeds. Figure 3 shows how the Power Required and Thrust Required (drag) vary with airspeed in level flight. The maximum power and thrust the engine/propeller is capable of producing also varies with airspeed, shown in Figure 3 as Power Available and Thrust Available. For level flight, you throttle back until there is just enough power available to match the power required for a particular airspeed. When the Available exceeds the Required, the excess causes the airplane to climb if you maintain the airspeed.



Knowing your



Life is too short to fly anythıng less. www.seqair.com For complete information, send $15.00 ($20.00 overseas—checks on U.S. Banks) to: Sequoia Aircraft, Dept. S, 2000 Tomlynn St., Richmond, VA 23230. Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. Fax 359-2618.



If you are looking for performance, we sell it! FAA certified Hydraulic or Electric Constant Speed Propellers for all high performance aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN’s, VELOCITY, etc. 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-blade designs available up to 2000 hp. National, European and World Aerobatic Champions win with our specially designed, light weight, low noise and high performance propellers.



FAA STC for Pitts S2A and S2B, Cessna 172, 182, T/P210, Piper PA 46-310P/350P, PA60-601, 602 and more.



airplane’s maximum climb angle airspeed (VX ) and maximum climb rate
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MT-Propeller Entwicklung GmbH MT-Propeller USA, Inc. Flugplatz Straubing-Wallmühle 1180 Airport Terminal Drive D-94348 Atting, Germany De Land, FL 32724 Tel: 011-49-9429-94090, Fax: 011-49-9429-8432 Tel: (386) 736-7762, Fax: (386) 736-7696 e-mail: [email protected] e-mail: [email protected] Internet: www.mt-propeller.com
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airspeed (VY ) is more than mere documentation —it’s your safety. Rate of climb depends on excess power, so VY is the airspeed where the most excess power is developed, typically about 1.4 VS for small airplanes. Notice this speed is neither the maximum power available speed nor the minimum power required speed; it is the maximum excess power speed. Climb angle depends on excess thrust, so VX is the airspeed where the most excess thrust is developed. Propeller-driven airplanes develop their maximum thrust at airspeeds too slow to sustain flight, and the faster the airplane flies the less thrust is Sport Aviation
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The Thrust/Power VX/VY Relationship All pilots are familiar with the four forces affecting an airplane in flight: Lift, Weight, Thrust, and Drag. In a climb, Lift, Thrust, and Drag are tilted from the traditional up, right, and left directions they have in level flight. Weight, however, always acts toward the ground. Figure A shows these forces on a climbing airplane along with the Weight force broken into its component parts— one part parallel to the climb path and one part perpendicular to the climb path. We break the Weight force into these components to make the force comparisons easier. If the airplane is climbing at a steady airspeed, it is not accelerating. Therefore the forces are in balance. Looking at the forces perpendicular to the climb path, we see that Lift must equal the opposite-pointing perpendicular Weight component (Wperp). Now look along the climb path. Thrust points in one direction, and Drag and the parallel component of Weight (Wpar) point in the opposite direction. By examining the forces acting along the climb path, you can see that for the forces to balance Thrust (T) must equal the combined force of Drag (D) and Wpar. T = D + Wpar Wpar is inconvenient to work with, so let’s replace it with something more convenient. We can describe Wpar in terms of your airplane’s Weight and its climb angle (γ, pronounced “gamma”) using a little trigonometry. The sine of one angle of a right triangle is the ratio of the length of the side opposite that angle to the length of the longest side. In Figure A, the lengths of the Weight force triangle sides are represented by the magnitudes of their respective forces: par sin(γ) = W or Wpar = W x sin(γ) W Now we can write the balanced force equation as: T = D + Wpar + sin(γ) But we’re interested in climb angle, so let’s rearrange the equation: T-D sin(γ) = W The larger the value of sine (γ), the steeper the climb angle. Your airplane’s maximum climb angle depends on its Thrust, Drag, and Weight. More specifically, it depends on T-D, which is called excess thrust. The ratio of your airplane’s excess thrust to its weight determines its climb angle. This is somewhat intuitive—you know that leaving the landing gear down means more drag and a shallower climb angle. Similarly, climbing at partial throttle means less thrust and a shallower climb angle. And we all know how weight affects climbs. 130
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What may not be so intuitive is the fact that there’s no power term in the climb angle equation. Your airplane’s climb angle is determined not by its power but by its excess thrust and its weight. We can perform a little more elementary math wizardry to show how your plane’s climb rate is determined by its excess power. Figure B shows an airplane’s climb speed profile. The lengths of the sides of the triangle represent true airspeeds. This depiction is virtually identical to the wind triangles every private pilot must know how to solve, only this airplane climb speed triangle is oriented vertically. The line along the climb path represents the plane’s true airspeed (TAS). The vertical line is its rate of climb (ROC). The angle between the true airspeed line and the horizontal line is the climb angle (g). Using the same trig we used in the climb angle explanation, we can write the following relationship: sin(γ) = ROC TOS We now have two equations for sine (g) or climb angle. Setting the two equations for sine (g) equal to each other, we get: ROC = T - D TAS W A little rearranging by multiplying both sides of the equation by the TAS gives us: ROC = T x TAS - D x TAS W This rearrangement is useful to us because thrust times true airspeed is Power Available (Pa) and drag times true airspeed is Power Required (Pr). The difference between Power Available and Power Required is excess power. a r ROC = P - P W You can now see that your airplane’s climb rate depends on its excess power and its weight. We all know more weight means less climb rate, but there’s a bit of excess power intuition here also. You know, for example, that your engine performs better at lower altitudes, especially when the outside temperature is cold. This combination of low pressure altitude and cold temperature means lower density altitude. As you climb you fly through progressively less dense air. Your engine produces less power (Pa) and its climb rate decreases. We made a few assumptions to keep the analysis simple. We assumed the climb angle is typically small and that the thrust is along or parallel to the climb path. These, and a couple of other traditional assumptions, are valid for most experimental airplanes. Bottom line: Climb angle depends on excess thrust, and climb rate depends upon excess power.
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produced. The maximum excess thrust speed is neither the maximum thrust speed nor the minimum drag speed. Depending on your airplane’s drag characteristics, climbing at VX can be uncomfortably close to stall speed. In this case you might decide to fly a slightly faster airspeed to provide a greater stall margin and more responsive flight controls at the expense of a shallower climb angle. VX is usually flown only long enough to clear an obstacle. Your airplane may be capable of a steep but slow VX climb, but the more nose-up pitch attitude can obstruct your forward view. And the slower airspeed results in reduced engine cooling. At higher altitudes the indicated airspeed for VX increases and the indicated airspeed for VY decreases. These changes are usually just a few knots within the altitude capability of most experimental airplanes. The absolute ceiling is the altitude where full power is just enough to sustain level flight, so no climb or acceleration is possible. Although VX and VY are theoretically the same here, it really doesn’t matter because there is no excess power or thrust with which to climb. Because the airplane can sustain only one airspeed at its absolute ceiling, this speed is also the plane’s maximum and minimum level flight speed. Next month we’ll present climb performance flight test procedures. There are several different techniques available for climb testing, but we’ll stick with a simple one to avoid expensive instrumentation and complicated data reduction but still produce good results. Editor’s Note: While test pilot Ed Kolano is on sabbatical, we’ll be reprinting some of his most popular columns from the past three years.
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